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Disclaimer

© 2018-2022 ANYVERSE SL
ANYVERSE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ANYVERSE SL

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

The contents of this document are solely for informational purposes and may not be used or
considered as an offer document or solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for any
products. The information contained herein is subject to change and does not commit the

company..

The information contained herein is strictly confidential and meant solely for the selected
recipient and may not be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in
whole, to any other person or to the media or reproduced in any form, without prior written

consent of ANYVERSE SL.
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Introduction
ANYVERSE is a high-fidelity synthetic data solution for perception training and
testing.

ANYVERSE features a high fidelity, physics accurate, simulation technology that
recreates in 3D any plausible scenario and produces sensor output such as camera
images, video sequences or LiDAR point clouds. Accurate models for light emitters,
materials and atmospheric conditions such as rain, fog, etc., are available to
simulate the most challenging environmental conditions. Perception system
developers can produce tens of thousands of ready-to-use ground-truth images,
speeding up training and testing cycles.

ANYVERSE brings together several key deep-tech components:

● Scene generation. ANYVERSE provides a library of predefined high-quality1

scenes that serve as the base layer for building a complex simulation.
ANYVERSE also includes a procedural scene engine to create arbitrary
scenes in a matter of minutes.

● Fine-grain control on scenarios . The scenario editor lets users combine2

di�erent behaviors and actions in the scene, adding dynamical properties to
the ego-vehicle, pedestrians and other assets. Scenarios can adapt to any
scene, allowing a wide range of scene/scenario variability.

● Rendering technology. At its deepest level ANYVERSE features a
physics-based synthetic image generation technology able to produce very
realistic images and sequences of unprecedented quality. The engine uses
an accurate light transport model that works at full spectral range (32 bits)
and provides physics descriptions of lights, materials and sensors. Precise
sensor modeling (camera and lidar) is crucial to produce reliable training
and testing data that mirrors the real-world.

● Scalable architecture. The ANYVERSE platform is deployed on a cloud
environment (or equivalente local infrastructure) and can be easily operated
by a software engineer without complex hardware requirements. Once the
simulation conditions are set, the platform scales the simulation process
automatically, obtaining the required data in matters of hours, compared
with weeks of real-world data processing.

2 Scenario: combination of behaviors of actions that define the dynamical conditions of objects
1 Scene: Set of static geometry (buildings, objects, environment) where the action takes place.
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ANYVERSE’s datasets consist of color images, LiDAR point clouds, annotation data
and AOVs (Arbitrary Output Variable). In this document we provide all the
information needed to understand the contents of the annotation files and AOVs.
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System specifications

Render technology

Physically based
rendering (PBR)

Bidirectional Path Tracer (CPU) and Path Tracer (GPU)

Unbiased No error is introduced in the radiance equation. No visual
artifacts are produced in comparison with biased models. Images
are rendered progressively.

Spectral The render engine samples light at di�erent wavelengths,
keeping physical coherence and allowing dispersion, iridescence
and di�raction e�ects.

Numerical precision 32-bits

Camera optics
Traditionally, most simulators use a pinhole camera which is a very simple
non-realistic model. Instead, ANYVERSE simulates a real physical camera with the
associated lens set, diaphragm aperture, diaphragm blades and various other
settings. By using this type of camera model ANYVERSE can automatically simulate
depth of field or aperture di�raction.

Along similar lines, motion blur in ANYVERSE is not produced as a post-process.
ANYVERSE sample the moving objects, including lights, at random positions along
their trajectories during the camera shutter speed time. This creates a natural and
realistic motion blur. Additionally, ANYVERSE SimuLens™ system allows users to
simulate the shape of the diaphragm, creating realistic lens di�raction e�ects. It is
also possible to simulate the scattering of light inside a lens system, an e�ect
typically called bloom or glare.

Lens Pinhole, Thin Lens, Equidistant Fisheye, Spherical, OpenCV
(intrinsics calibration coe�cients), OpenCV Fisheye
(intrinsics calibration coe�cients)

Focal length numerical value

ISO numerical value
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Shutter speed numerical value

F-stop numerical value

EV number numerical value

Scattering numerical value

Dispersion numerical value

Di�raction numerical value

Diaphragm Aperture, Blades, Angle

Rotary Disc Shutter Shutter Angle, Frame Rate

Camera sensor

Resolution numerical value

Sensor size numerical value

Pixel aspect numerical value

Shutter Global, Rolling

Optionally, every camera can have an associated parametric sensor and ISP
simulation. Refer to the Sensor Simulation Pipeline below.

Lights
Light sources in ANYVERSE are defined by their spectral profile (i.e. intensity at
di�erent wavelengths). Light presets are provided for the most common types of
light (incandescent, halogen, etc.)

ANYVERSE does not use abstract light sources such as “distant”, “point”, “omni”,
“spotlight” typically found in traditional 3D applications. Instead, ANYVERSE uses
actual geometry with light emitting characteristics. This model emulates
real-world illuminants and produces a high degree of realism providing a natural
light distribution in the scene. ANYVERSE can handle a large number of lights with
significantly better performance than other renderers.
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Lights in ANYVERSE are created applying an emitter material to any object. Color
and intensity can be defined by well defined properties such as watts, e�cacy,
lumens, lux, Kelvin degrees, or RGB.

Spectral profile Incandescent, fluorescent, LED, custom

Power / E�cacy numerical value

Presets Temperature, RGB, IES, Custom

Materials
ANYVERSE materials are defined in a physically correct manner by their BSDF
functions (Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function). A multi-layer model
provides the ability to stack multiple layers of materials and multiple BSDFs in the
same object for complex surfaces. Thin coatings are also available for very subtle
and realistic e�ects such as film interference (eg. multicolored look of a thin layer
of oil in water, or soap bubbles).

ANYVERSE materials are not only physically correct but also very flexible and
versatile. Bump/Normal Mapping, Displacement, Dispersion of light and Emitting
properties are available.
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BSDF analytical model Also accepts RAW data coming from external sources (i.e.
scanned materials, etc.)

Surface properties Roughness, Bump, Anisotropy

Subsurface scattering Asymmetry

Layers Additive, Opacity

Presets

Physical Sky model
ANVYERSE features an radiance-accurate sky model able to reproduce di�erent
skylight conditions (sunset, dawn, night) and atmospheric e�ects. Di�erent parts
of the world show slightly di�erent skylight conditions due to air pollution, water
and other atmospheric conditions. Additionally, the sun and sky models are
decoupled to provide maximum control for dusk and night/moon conditions. The
physical sky model can be combined with HDR maps to add higher realism (i.e.
scattered or overcast clouds).

Atmosphere Ozone; Water; Reflectance; Scattering;

Sun Power; Temperature;

Earth location Latitude; Longitude;

Date / Time numerical value
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Other features

Multilight™ Intensity and color of individual lights or groups of lights can be
adjusted in a post-render processing step, nearly in real-time and
with no need to generate a new render. An arbitrary number of
lighting variations can then be generated in very little time
without resorting to lengthy re-renders of the scene.

Motion blur Still camera; Film camera;

Instances Ability to render scenes with millions of objects with a very low
memory footprint.

Volumetric Ability to render large atmospheric haze e�ects.

Particles Large particle e�ects, rain, snow, hail, etc.

Grass Realistic procedural vegetation

HDR Lighting High-range images can be used to produce textured environment
illumination that fully contributes to the scene. Those maps
alone or in combination with Physical Sky can reproduce very
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realistic environments.

Sensor simulation pipeline

ANYVERSE works internally in full 32-bit spectral range, simulating light by
sampling the visible spectrum. The sensor pipeline includes lens, color filter, image
sensor, digital image processing and final image bu�er. All those elements can be
customized.

ANYVERSE lets the user access data at intermediate stages, such as raw sensor
data (before image processing) or post-ISP RGB data at di�erent bit depths.
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Some examples of deep-level customization are:

● Custom lens model (work in progress)
● Custom color filters and spectral response curves
● Custom sensitivity sensor curves
● Custom ISP functions (demosaicing, tone mapping, gamma, etc.)

Refer to the ANYVERSE-camera-sensor-white-paper 2020.pdf for more details.
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Reference systems
ANYVERSE uses the right-handed Cartesian world reference system defined in ISO
8855, where the Z-axis points up from the ground. The provided annotation data
contains 3D transformation using this world reference system.

3D transformations are also provided using the sensor reference system. For
sensors the reference system is as described in the picture below. We have the
camera sensor on the left and the LiDAR on the right.

In all diagrams above:
X = Red
Y = Green
Z = Blue
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Annotation data
Annotation data is provided using JSON files. There is one single JSON file per3

sample containing information regarding annotations and metadata. Metadata
information provides the conditions used to generate the sample, for instance, the
time of the day. The annotations provide semantic and instance segmentation for
the subjects that are visible in the color image.

The main sections in the JSON file are listed in the figure below.

- root
| version

+ camera
+ classes
+ configuration
+ ego-car
+ paths
+ poses
+ semantic-links

version The current version of the annotation data (current version 6.0)

camera The camera parameters.

classes The subjects detected in the color image.

configuration The metadata associated with the annotation.

ego-car Information related to the ego car.

Landmarks Information about specific named positions in the image

paths The files this annotation is referencing to.

poses

semantic-links The semantic links. A semantic link is a relationship between two
di�erent subjects in the scene. For instance a person on a wheelchair.
There are two subjects, the person and the wheelchair, but both are
semantically connected.

CAMERA node variables:

3 https://json.org/
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animation Only applicable when there is motion blur configured.
Camera positions for every sub-frame in this frame
when there is a vibration curve applied to the camera in
a sequence
Per sub-frame: 0..n
time-stamp: milliseconds
world-euler: rot-x, rot-y, rot-z euler angles in radians
world-position: x, y, z position in meters

world-position (x, y, z) Camera’s world position.

world-euler (rot_x, rot_y,
rot_z)

Camera’s world orientation.

name Camera’s name.

iso Camera’s iso.

intrinsics-cx For OpenCV and OpenCV Fisheye lens models.
calibrated x barrel distortion center

intrinsics-cy For OpenCV and OpenCV Fisheye lens models.
calibrated y barrel distortion center

intrinsics-k1 For OpenCV and OpenCV Fisheye lens models.
calibrated k1 barrel distortion polynomial coe�cient

intrinsics-k2 For OpenCV and OpenCV Fisheye lens models.
calibrated k2 barrel distortion polynomial coe�cient

intrinsics-k3 For OpenCV and OpenCV Fisheye lens models.
calibrated k3 barrel distortion polynomial coe�cient

intrinsics-k4 For OpenCV and OpenCV Fisheye lens models.
calibrated k4 barrel distortion polynomial coe�cient

intrinsics-k5 For OpenCV and OpenCV Fisheye lens models.
calibrated k5 barrel distortion polynomial coe�cient

intrinsics-k6 For OpenCV and OpenCV Fisheye lens models.
calibrated k6 barrel distortion polynomial coe�cient

intrinsics-p1 For OpenCV and OpenCV Fisheye lens models.
calibrated p1 tangential distortion polynomial
coe�cient

intrinsics-p2 For OpenCV and OpenCV Fisheye lens models.
calibrated p2 tangential distortion polynomial
coe�cient

lens Lens model used
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lens-devigneting A non-dimensional value to set the amount of
devignetting in the lens of the camera.

lens-di�raction A non-dimensional value to set the amount of
di�raction in the lens of the camera.

lens-soiling Indication on the amount of soling in the lens of the
camera.

resolution Camera’s resolution in pixels.

sensor-scattering A non-dimensional value to set the amount of
scattering in the sensor of the camera.

shutter Shutter settings
exposure-time: Pixel exposure time in seconds. For
global shutter all pixels are exposed at the same time
for this amount of time. For rolling shutter all pixels in a
row are exposed at the same time for this amount of
time
frame-o�set: start time of exposure
mode: Global or Rolling
row-read-time: Elapsed time between subsequent
pixel row exposures. Has no e�ect with rolling shutter

target-distance Max target distance for depth of field

f-stop Camera F-stop aperture

fish-eye-FOV The fisheye lens Field of View for the equidistant
fisheye lens

focal-length The focal length.

sensor-size The sensor size.

sensor (Available if the camera has an associated sensor
configuration)
resolution: height, width in pixels
cfa-pattern: COlor Filter Array pattern
dsnu:
qe: Quantum e�ciency curves
pixel-vignetting: Flag to apply pixel vignetting
focal-length: Focal length to use for pixel vignetting
auto-exposure: Flag to apply auto-exposure
shot-noise: Shot noise
exposure-time: Exposure time
read-noise: Read noise
dark-current: Dark current in the sensor
cut-o�-filter: Wavelength filters to apply
fstop: F-Number or aperture
size: Sensor physical height, width in meters
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pixel-size: Physical size of the sensor pixel in meters
voltage-swing: Voltage swing
well-capacity: Well capacity number of photons a cell
can get before saturation
analog-gain: Analog gain

isp (Available if the camera has an associated isp
configuration)
gamma: Gamma correction
cfa-pattern-demosaicing: Demosiacing pattern,
typically matched the CFA sensor pattern

CLASSES node variables. For every class in the ontology, and for every object in
the class we have the following structure.

2d-bounding-rectangle (x,y, width,
height)

Bounding rectangle in image coordinates.

asset Name of the asset
For some classes the name of the asset may have
encoded information, i.e. the seat position for seat
parts inside a car:
seat01 = Left front
seat02 = Right front
seat03 = Left back
seat04 = Middle back
seat05 = Right back

color The label color or the instance color if instance
= true

custom-metadata Custom attributes set during generation

3d-bounding-box World position and orientation of the 3d
bounding box. Available if instance = true

label The class of the annotation, for instance “Truck”.

uuid For classes supporting instance segmentation
this variable has a value that is a unique
identifier for the annotated object.

instance Whether this class supports instance
segmentation.

state If the class has states, the current one is
specified here, for instance for a Tra�c Light
class this could be “red”. Currently only tra�c
light bulbs support the state.

occlusion For datasets supporting occlusion this will be
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the amount of occlusion, from 0 (no occlusion)
to 1 (totally occluded).

shape In the case of tra�c light bulbs this parameter
can have the values: “left arrow”, “right arrow”
and “rounded”. To di�erentiate the di�erent
shapes of the tra�c light bulb.

distance The distance in meters to the subject. This is the
distance to the nearest point of the subject from
the camera.

+ transformation Positions and rotations (orientation) of the
objec with respect the world reference system
and the camera reference system

- world-position (x, y, z) Object’s world position.

- world-euler (rot_x, rot_y,
rot_z)

Object’s world orientation.

- camera-position (x, y, z) Object’s position with respect to the camera.

- caemra-euler (rot_x, rot_y,
rot_z)

Object’s orientation with respect to the camera.

world-velocity (x, y, z) The world vector velocity.

world-speed The speed in m/s units.

layer Annotations can be layered. For instance the
road markings are on top of the road. In this
case road marking will have a layer of “1” and
the road a layer of “0”. Currently only road and
objects that can be on top (but they are not
considered as obstacles for a vehicle) have
layers. The rest of objects will have the default
layer “0”.

+ polygons This is a list of all the di�erent polygons that
contours the annotation. If the class doesn’t
support instances the number of polygons is
one. If the class supports instances there are as
many number of polygons as needed to contour
all the annotations of this class.

- polygon List of 2d points in image coordinates that
contours the annotation.

CONFIGURATION node variables:
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sun-light-intensity Intensity of the sun light. No specific units.

sky-light-intensity Intensity of the sky light. No specific units.

latitude Latitude. Values from -90 to +90 degrees.

longitude Longitude. Values from -180 to +180 degrees.

sequence-mode Whether this is part of a sequence or not.

sequence-number The index of the sequence.

frames-per-second The number of frames taken  per second in the sequence.

car-light-intensity Intensity of the car lights. No specific units.

car-hear-light-intensity Intensity of the car headlights. No specific units

tra�c-light-intensity Intensity of the tra�c lights. No specific units.

cloud-cover Cloud cover: clear, scattered or overcast.

min-depth-range For the depth channel the minimum value (in meters).

max-depth-range For the depth channel de maximum value (in meters).

ground-rotation A value in the range [0-360] degrees indicating the rotation
of the north direction.

day-of-year The day of the year.

time-of-day The time of day.

env-light-intensity Intensity of the environment lights, lamp posts, buildings,
houses, etc.

street-light-intensity Intensity of the street lights

tra�c-light-intensity Intensity of the tra�c lights

tra�c-light-state Tra�c lights state: Green,  Orange, Red

random-seed Seed number used to generate the dataset this sample
belongs to.

tone-mapping-temperat
ure

Value used to adjust the white balance in relation to the
temperature of the light in the scene. When the light
temperature and this one match the light will appear white.
When a value is used that is higher than the light in the
scene it will yield a "warm" or yellow color, and, conversely,
if the value is lower, it would yield a "cool" or blue color.

axis Reference system convention used to specify 3d vectors.
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ibl-light-intensity Intensity of the IBL (Image Based Lighting)

weather fog-density: Normalized density [0.1]
puddles: Boolean
rain-density: Normalized density [0.1]
snow-density: Normalized density [0.1]
wet-density: Normalized density [0.1]

EGO-CAR node variables:

name The name of the ego car.

world-position (x, y, z) World position of the ego car.

world-euler (rot_x, rot_y,
rot_z)

World orientation of the ego car.

world-velocity (x, y, z ) World vector velocity of the ego car.

world-speed Speed of the ego-car in m/s units.

LANDMARKS node variables: Not used

PATHS node variables:

scene-file-path File path for the scene used for this sample.

scene-base-file-path File path for the scene-base  used for this sample.

image-roughness-file-path File path for the roughness AOV.

image-instance-file-path File path for the instance AOV.

image-label-file-path File path for the label AOV.

image-position-3d-file-path File path for the 3d position AOV.

image-material-file-path File path for the material AOV.

image-motion-file-path File path for the motion AOV.

image-depth-file-path File path for the depth AOV.

image-cropped-color-file-path File path for the cropped image (only valid for
datasets providing crops).

image-normal-file-path File path for the normal AOV.

image-color-file-path File path for the color image.
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lidar-point-cloud-path File path for the LiDAR point cloud.

image-radiance-file-path File path for the radiance AOV.

image-raw-file-path File path for the raw AOV.

image-raw-12bit-file-path File path for the raw (12 bit depth) AOV

POSES node variables. For every character (People class) instance that has a
pose, we have the following structure.

Name The name of the people object that has the specified
pose

links list of uuid of objects that are linked semantically
(this info should be available in the semantic-link
element as well)

limbs For each 92 limbs

name Limbs name. Refer to Annex III for a list of all limbs
names

+ transformation Positions and rotations (orientation) of the objec with
respect the world reference system and the camera
reference system

- world-position (x, y, z) Object’s world position.

- world-euler (rot_x,
rot_y, rot_z)

Object’s world orientation.

- camera-position (x, y, z) Object’s position with respect to the camera.

- caemra-euler (rot_x,
rot_y, rot_z)

Object’s orientation with respect to the camera.

SEMANTIC-LINKS node variables.

[
[ uuid1, uuid2, uuid3,
….],

[ uuid1, uuid2, uuid3,
….],

For every group of class instances that are
semantically linked. There is a list with the uuid
of every class instance that conform the group
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….
]
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AOVs description4

In this section we describe the information stored in the di�erent AOV provided for every
sample of the dataset.

COLOR IMAGE.
RGB pixels from 8 to 32 bits per color
channel.

ANYVERSE’s rendering engine computes all
light energy contributions in full range (32
bits) at spectral level, producing low or
high range color images.

LABEL AOV.
Contains the semantic segmentation of
the sample. It is an 8-bit image where the
value of the pixel corresponds to a specific
class, as described in the ontology (Annex
I).

INSTANCE AOV.
Contains the instance segmentation of the
sample. At the time of this writing there
are two classes that support instance
segmentation (Annex I).

4 Arbitrary Output Variables (AOVs) are the secondary images produced by the renderer. There
can be any number of them generated simultaneously and each one may go to a different file, a
different display driver, or use different pixel filter settings.
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MATERIAL AOV.
Contains the material segmentation of the
sample. It is a color image where the value
of the pixel corresponds to a specific
material, described in the (Annex II).

DEPTH AOV.
Contains the inverse normalized depth
[1-0] of every pixel in the image. The
default depth range is [0-400] meters.
Depth values larger than 400 meters are
set to a default value of “inf”. The depth
value is stored as just one channel in a EXR
file encoded in a 32 bit float type.

The depth provided in this AOV is the
distance from the ray origin to the ray
intersection with the first object. Please
note that the camera position and the
camera plane are considered to be the
same. This configuration provides what is
called “radial depth”.

3D POSITION AOV.
Contains the 3d position of every pixel in
the image. It is stored as three channels in
a EXR file encoded in a 32 bit float type.
The 3d position is given in the ANYVERSE’s
world reference system.

NORMAL AOV.
Contains the normal of every pixel in the
image. It is stored as three channels in a
EXR file encoded in a 32 bit float type. The
normal is given in the ANYVERSE’s world
reference system.
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ROUGHNESS AOV.
Contains the roughness of the material for
every pixel in the image. A material with a
100% roughness value will provide white
pixels, whereas a material with a 0%
roughness will give black pixels. In
between values will produce values in the
range [0-1] accordingly.

REFLECTANCE/ALBEDO AOV.
Contains the color image without the
contribution of the lights. Useful to have
as a reference when the color image is not
created.

RADIANCE AOV.
Contains the XYZ image. The color in
ANYVERSE rendering system is encoded by
spectra rather than RGB triplets. Spectral
information is converted to XYZ images
using the CIE 1931 system.

SPECTRAL RADIANCE AOV.
Contains the spectral information. NA
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LiDAR
The simulation of LiDAR sensors in ANYVERSE is performed using the core ray tracing
engine. This module tracks the interaction of beams emitted from the surface of the LiDAR
sensor with di�erent objects and materials in the scene. Mechanical components involved
in the emission and reception of laser beams are approximated by di�erent functions as
seen below.

This section shows di�erent LiDAR simulations generated from the same point of view of
the camera that was used to generate the color image below.
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ANYVERSE o�ers three di�erent sweeping types by default. Other custom models can be
programmatically added.

Omni. In this sweeping type we
have an array of beam emitters and
sensors that are distributed in a
cylinder shape.

Circular. In this sweeping type we
have an array of beam emitters and
sensors that are distributed in a
ring shape. The ring sweeps the
world rotating from -90º to +90º
around the LiDAR device
(elevation).

Radial. In this sweeping type we
have an array of beam emitters and

sensors that are distributed in a
line shape. The line sweeps the
world rotation from 0º to 360º

around the LiDAR device (azimut).

In a real LiDAR, light pulses hit objects of irregular shapes with various reflective
properties. The incident light signals get scattered so that only a small fraction of the light
returns to the LiDAR receiver. This process is simulated in ANYVERSE by evaluating the
di�erent optical properties of the objects such as reflectivity and roughness which are
converted into probabilistic functions.
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In the images below a point cloud is calculated ignoring the material properties in one
case, and taking them into consideration in the other case. Notice how the windows of the
buildings and the cars are invisible to the ray/beam. No sweeping models are used (raw
data).

Material properties are ignored Material properties are used

Specifications
Most of the specifications used for the description of a LiDAR device can be used for the
LiDAR simulation in ANYVERSE. The following parameters can be configured to
characterize a specific LiDAR device from a vendor.

Range

Points per second

Horizontal field of view

Vertical field of view

Angular resolution horizontal

Angular resolution vertical

Rotation rate

Accuracy

Beam divergence
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Output data format
The point cloud data can be generated in di�erent file formats. In the case of a binary file
format a comprehensive specification of that format can be provided.

For every point the following information can be provided.

● Position in the world reference system
● Distance (meters)
● Object class, for instance car, pedestrian, etc.
● Material class, for instance, wood, car paint, etc.
● Any other information part of the scene, for instance surface normal.

Additionally, ANYVERSE produces annotation files which include 3D bounding box
information for many classes, currently ANYVERSE’s ontology consist of 50+ di�erent
classes over more than 1000 3D assets to create enough variance. In the image below the
3D bounding boxes for pedestrians, motorbikes and cars are shown.

The generation of the LiDAR point cloud is part of the ANYVERSE dataset generation
process. This means that for every color image a corresponding LiDAR point cloud can be
produced. This enables sensor fusion algorithms to use combined LiDAR and camera
sensor inputs. LiDAR-only simulation is also possible.
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File structure
When all the AOVs are generated the dataset file structure is as follows:

+ dataset
+ <sample number>

+ <frame number>
+ camera-name

+ annotations
| annotations.0.json

+ color-images
| color.0.png

+ depth-images
| depth.0.exr

+ instance-images
| instance.0.png

+ label-images
| label.0.png

+ material-images
| material.0.png

+ normal-images
| normal.0.exr

+ position-3d-images
| position-3d.0.exr

+ reflectance-images
| reflectance.0.exr

+ roughness-images
| roughness.0.exr

+ radiance-images
| radiance.0.exr

+ lidar-name
+ lidar-point-cloud

| point-cloud.0.pcd

ANNEX I - ANYVERSE ’s ontology.

Anyverse’s ontology is the complete list of supported classes and associated
segmentation colors and labels.
Please refer to the document anyverse-ontology-042022.pdf for the detailed
list of classes and associated colors (in the label AOV) and labels (in the JSON
annotations file).
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ANNEX II - ANYVERSE ’s materials.

Anyverse’s materials is the complete list of supported materials and associated
segmentation colors.
Please refer to the document anyverse-materials04-2022.pdf for the detailed
list of materials and associated colors (in the materials AOV).

ANNEX III - ANYVERSE ’s OpenPOSE joints and limb names.

Anyverse supports an extended version of OpenPOSE providing 92 different
joints and limbs for all rigged characters.

# name Description

0 root Origin

1 hip Middle of the hip

2 spine_01 Bottom spine

3 spine_02 Middle spine

4 spine_03 Top spine

5 neck Neck

6 head Center inside the head

7 head_end Top of the head (no hair)

8 top_head Top of the head (hair)

9 mouth_l Left mouth point

10 mouth_r Right mouth point

11 eyebrow_l Left eyebrow

12 eyebrow_r Right eyebrow

13 ear_l Left ear

14 ear_r Right ear

15 nose Tip  of the nose
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16 jaw Back of the jaw (internal)

17 jaw_end Chin

18 eye_l Left eye (pupil)

19 eye_end_l

20 eye_r Right eye (pupil)

21 eye_end_r

22 eyelid_l Left eyelid

23 eyelid_end_l

24 eyelid_r Left eyelid

25 eyelid_end_r

26 shoulder_l Left clavicle

27 upperarm_l Left shoulder

28 upperarm_twist_l Left upper arm

29 lowerarm_l Left elbow

30 lowerarm_twist_l Left lower arm

31 hand_l Left wrist

32 thumb_01_l Left thumb

33 thumb_02_l Left thumb

34 thumb_03_l Left thumb

35 thumb_end_l Left thumb tip

36 index_01_l Left index finger

37 index_02_l Left index finger

38 index_03_l Left index finger

39 index_end_l Left index finger tip

40 middle_01_l Left middle finger

41 middle_02_l Left middle finger

42 middle_03_l Left middle finger
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43 middle_end_l Left middle finger tip

44 ring_01_l Left ring finger

45 ring_02_l Left ring finger

46 ring_03_l Left ring finger

47 ring_end_l Left ring finger tip

48 pinky_01_l Left pinky

49 pinky_02_l Left pinky

50 pinky_03_l Left pinky

51 pinky_end_l Left pinky tip

52 shoulder_r Right clavicle

53 upperarm_r Right shoulder

54 upperarm_twist_r Right upper arm

55 lowerarm_r Right elbow

56 lowerarm_twist_r Right lower arm

57 hand_r Right wrist

58 thumb_01_r Right thumb

59 humb_02_r Right thumb

60 thumb_03_r Right thumb

61 thumb_end_r Right thumb tip

62 index_01_r Right index finger

63 index_02_r Right index finger

64 index_03_r Right index finger

65 index_end_r Right index finger tip

66 middle_01_r Right middle finger

67 middle_02_r Right middle finger

68 middle_03_r Right middle finger

69 middle_end_r Right middle finger tip
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70 ring_01_r Right ring finger

71 ring_02_r Right ring finger

72 ring_03_r Right ring finger

73 ring_end_r Right ring finger tip

74 pinky_01_r Right pinky

75 pinky_02_r Right pinky

76 pinky_03_r Right pinky

77 pinky_end_r Right pinkytip

78 upperleg_l Left upper leg hip

79 upperleg_twist_l Left thigh

80 lowerleg_l Left knee

81 lowerleg_twist_l Left lower leg

82 foot_l Left ankle

83 ball_l Left foot

84 foot_end_l Left foot

85 upperleg_r Right upper leg hip

86 upperleg_twist_r Right thigh

87 lowerleg_r Right knee

88 lowerleg_twist_r Right lower leg

89 foot_r Right ankle

90 ball_r Right foot

91 foot_end_r Right foot

Refer to the figures below for a better understanding of the locations
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Figure 1 - Full body landmarks

Figure 2 - Face and head landmarks
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Figure 3 - Head landmarks (side view)

Figure 4 - Hand and fingers landmarks
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